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By drawing distinctions, law’s hierarchies of status and entitlement often
absorb resistance and reemerge redefined. By inviting allodial farmers to
prove their freedom, courts may quietly establish serfdom as their default
status. In authorizing manumission, law may enable enslavers to extract more
labor from those enslaved and indebt those manumitted. Yet if flexible hierar-
chies perpetuate subordination, they also open room for maneuver—enabling
the quests for self-definition for novelists to narrate.

Works by Karla FC Holloway and Erik M. Bachman explore this trope of
hierarchy’s mutability in two literary traditions. Holloway shows how African
American fiction has mapped the protean landscape of race privilege, within
which characters sometimes succeed in reshaping the phenomenology of
their oppression. Bachman uses the obscenity prosecution of naturalist litera-
ture as a peephole, framing obscenity as an aesthetic strategy of the powerless
and naturalism as a strategy of governance. Both literatures portray struggles
for self-possession, and offer the body as both sign and site of dispossession.

Holloway reveals that race’s fictive, constructed quality makes it more rather
than less resilient to critique. Drawing on studies of legal whiteness by Cheryl
Harris and Ian Haney López, Holloway presents race as a trope inscribing
legal concepts onto bodies. Law’s hermeneutic method implicates that trope
in every legal question: the disjunction of personhood and legal personality
that enabled the status of slavery also enables the limited liability corpora-
tion. Holloway’s chapter “The Claims of Property: Being and Belonging” reads
150 years of African American fiction against the background of narratives like
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Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl, Written by Herself (1861),
tracing a tradition in which possession and dispossession equally confine and
constitute the self. Legal status as property provokes a series of self-alienating
defensive responses: passing (and feeling unrecognized), flight (and abandon-
ment), hiding (and self-confinement), self-purchase (and self-commodification),
carrying (and losing) proof (passes, “papers,” degrees, deeds, bills), allying
with or pursuing (thereby serving or legitimating) privilege, reversing (and
so reproducing) hierarchy, and the ultimate protest and refuge: suicide. Each
stratagem for possessing the self also alienates and abandons it. The author
alone escapes to tell the tale, passing an autobiography of expropriation
and reappropriation as a freedom paper.

While examining the portrayal of law in African American fiction, Legal
Fictions also examines the fiction of race in law. Holloway reflects on the
1956 case of Green v. New Orleans, in which Black foster parents seeking
adoption unsuccessfully petitioned a court to change the race of a foster-child
abandoned by her white mother. The court presumed the better interest of
the child was to remain white—and an orphan. In the notorious 1925 case
of Rhinelander v. Rhinelander, the groom (at his wealthy parents’ behest)
sought annulment on the grounds that the bride had misrepresented her
race. Although New York permitted interracial marriage, no one at the time
appears to have doubted the bride’s race was material to the groom’s consent.
The wife prevailed in part by reassuring the jury that race was visible: after
presenting salacious letters documenting the couple’s premarital sex, the
defendant disrobed before the jury to dramatize how her race had been
exposed to the groom. Holloway explores the paradox that a society that toler-
ated “miscegenation” by force also forbade it by marriage. This identified
race with illegitimacy and illicit sexuality, an association further explored in
Literary Obscenities.

In this work, Bachman sets out to complicate a familiar Straussian narrative
of obscenity law, in which modernist authors met legal persecution with for-
mal innovation, thereby winning exemption for works recognized as literary.
Since, by definition, literary invention cannot be—and on free speech prin-
ciples should not be—defined by law, this exception inevitably swallowed
the rule. Bachman praises Celia Marshik’s British Modernism and Censorship
(2006) as a persuasive specimen of this genre. He sketches this narrative in
the American context as well, pointing to Augustus Hand’s 1934 judgment in
favor of James Joyce’s Ulysses (1920), likening literary to scientific works; deci-
sions from the 1940s questioning the coherence of the concept of obscenity;
and decisions from the 1950s to the 1970s concluding that moral review of
content chills free speech.

Bachman’s counternarrative suggests that obscenity prosecutions targeted
the works of literary naturalists both more and later than those of modernists,
and that the legal tests absolving modernist works as esoteric, poetic, and ele-
vating did not necessarily absolve naturalist works. Written for and about
ordinary people, naturalist fiction was social criticism, seemingly intended
to offend.
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Bachman also mobilizes the New Historicist reading of naturalism as more
than literary to resist the separation of law and literature on which the Straus-
sian dialectic depends. Thus, early-twentieth-century American obscenity law
can be seen as a kind of consumer protection law, borrowing an 1868 English
test condemning literature likely to deprave minds open to such influences.
Later categories of regulable speech, such as commercial speech, fighting
words, and group libel, presumed that listeners’ reason and volition needed
protection from emotional manipulation.

Literary naturalism aligned with such regulation in portraying a determin-
istic world in which thought and action are products of drives and social con-
ditions. A chapter on Wyndham Lewis likens his determinism to one of his
polemical targets: the behaviorism of psychologist and advertising pioneer
John B. Watson. Presenting their characters as swayed by the stimuli of mass
culture, naturalist works could offer little defense to the charge that their sex
scenes would corrupt their readers. At most, naturalists could protest that
they only flaunted a seduction that more respectable works performed cov-
ertly. Thus, Bachman shows us both James T. Farrell’s Studs Lonigan and
Lewis’s Cantleman arousing themselves through prurient reading of super-
ficially wholesome literature about virtuous women struggling to preserve
their honor.

A scintillating chapter reveals Erskine Caldwell’s hungry and desperate
characters as one step ahead of the advertisers, compulsively eroticizing the
everyday by viewing it as a curtain concealing some secret stash of sin. One
character digs up his property looking for gold. Another passes the time gaz-
ing furtively through a knothole at nothing, to his friends’ envy. Caldwell’s
paper covers promised the dime-store reader this same voyeuristic reverie,
framing preoccupied, part-clad women through apertures, multiplying layers
of exposure deferred. The pursuit of obscenity united the worlds of character
and reader.

A final chapter reads Lillian Smith’s Strange Fruit (1944), a tale of interra-
cial love, miscommunication, murder, and lynching. Smith viewed obscenity
as the central feature of southern society, arguing in her 1949 Killers of the
Dream that segregation was isomorphic to southern whites’ suppression of
their own sexuality. A Massachusetts court suppressed Strange Fruit on the
ground that its many references to sexuality tainted it regardless of their con-
tribution to its literary value. Bachman argues that the opinion’s hypocriticism
mirrors the obscene logic of hypodescent and contagion Smith critiques. In
such ways, literary and legal naturalisms mutually constructed the obscene
until modernism triumphed within law, convincing its courts that words were
too indeterminate to rule.
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